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access Reach or gain access to.
He took a wrong turn on the access to the bridge.

according In proportion or relation to.
According to historians.

admittance The right to enter.
People were unable to gain admittance to the hall.

aperture A device that controls amount of light admitted.
The genital aperture of an insect.

correlate Either of two or more related or complementary variables.
Do these facts correlate.

correlated Mutually related.

deem Regard or consider in a specified way.
The strike was deemed to be illegal.

disembodied Separated from or existing without the body.
A disembodied ghost.

entree Something that provides access (to get in or get out.
She made a graceful entree into the ballroom.

entry
The right, means, or opportunity to enter a place or be a member of
something.
A fluffed entry.

furnishing
The instrumentalities (furniture and appliances and other movable
accessories including curtains and rugs) that make a home (or other area)
livable.
The furnishing comprised three easy chairs and one oval table.

included Contained as part of a whole being considered.
All of Europe Britain included.
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indoor Relating to sports played indoors.
An indoor pool.

indoors Within a building.
They went indoors and explored the house.

inland In or towards the interior of a country.
The inland port of Gloucester.

inmost Situated or occurring farthest within.

inner The inner part of something.
A speaker s inner thoughts.

inside
Situated on or in the inside.
They were accused of selling shares while in possession of inside
information.

interior Situated further in or within.
A few still lifes interiors and landscapes.

internal Of or situated on the inside.
Internal organs.

intramural Taking place within a single educational institution.
Recreational intramural games.

inward Directed or moving inward or toward a center.
Inward flood of capital.

inwardly Within the mind.
Inwardly she was raging.

located Situated in a particular spot or position.
Valuable centrally located urban land.

position An opinion that is held in opposition to another in an argument or dispute.
Atheists do not enjoy a favorable position in American life.

redecorate Redo the decoration of an apartment or house.
You will have to redecorate the room afterwards.

therein In or into that thing or place.
Therein lie all the problems.

trapped Forced to turn and face attackers.
Like a trapped animal.

upstage Move upstage forcing the other actors to turn away from the audience.
When the dog entered the stage he upstaged the actress.

within Internally or inwardly.
Enquire within.
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